FLOOR TOOLS
Sweeping & Scrubbing
Luxury Dust Mops
60 cm Frame
60 cm Refill
100 cm Frame
100 cm Refill
Handle 150 cm

4032-940002
4032-940001
4032-940005
4032-940004
4032-940003

TIPS

How to use
dust mop?


Professional way to sweep large areas. Prepare floor before
mopping and scrubbing. Sleeves reusable and washable. 2
different sizes (60 cm & 100 cm) for floor of different sizes.

×

Shake dust mop &
sweep away dust
Dust Mop

Dust Mop

Dust Mop
Dust
Dust Mop

4 Important Benefits






Robust metal frame
Easy access around and under furniture
Wide sweeping path to gather much dust at one pass
Polyester blue fiber to trap dust easily via static electricity

Hook onto
Leo Trolley

V Sweepe Frame Only
4132-940026

Dustpan and Broom
Set - Black

Hard Floor Scrubbing
Brush with Handle 55 cm

Sleeves Red (Pair)

Black 4183-940001-B

4183-940002

Self-opening on floor and
self-closing when lifted
up. Good for spot
sweeping.

Hard bristle good for
scrubbing stubborn
material on floor. Good for
spot scrubbing.

4132-940027

Gather dust in the middle for
large area sweeping.

Main Hotline : 6595 4333
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Problem Solver
2082-940004

Dustpan and squeegee
system that allows you to
clean any type of dirt, solid
or liquid. Detachable bag
to get rid of waste without
contact with hand.

www.SuperSteam.com.sg

Floor / Carpet Sweepers
Compact size to collect dust, dirt and debris in tight spaces (eg
entrance matting or lift cars). Suitable to be used on carpet, tile,
wood, vinyl etc. No cables and electricity is required.
5 Important Benefits




Silent operations, suitable for the most sound sensitive offices





Easy access around and under furniture

Constructed of durable galvanized steel and tough ABS
plastic
No wires means no tripping hazards
Soft rubber wheels glide easily on any surface for both
forward and reverse directions

Specifications
Item Name

Entrance

Floor / Carpet Sweeper
Single Brush

Floor / Carpet Sweeper
Double Brush

0172-940001

0172-940006

24.1 (L) x 20.3 (W) x
111.8 (H)

26.7 (L) x 24.1 (W) x
111.8 (H)

1.8 kg

2.3 kg

6.5’’

7.5’’

Elevator
SKU No
Dimensions (cm)
Weight

Office Cubicle

Low Pile Carpet

Working width

Importance of Sweeping
Before Mopping / Scrubbing

TIPS

It is most important to remove the dry dust / soil before washing / mopping / scrubbing the floor. By not removing
dry dust first and proceeding directly to wet mopping, the dry dust gets damp and sticks on the floor.
Also, for scrubbing of floors using autoscrubbers, it is very important to remove dust and hair using a dust mop
before running the autoscrubbers. This removes sand and hair that severely degrades the autoscrubber cleaning
dryness.
Sweep First!
Luxury Dust Mop

V Sweepe

Main Hotline : 6595 4333

Then Mop & Scrub!
Picobello 101
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Mop & Bucket
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MG 100

FLOOR TOOLS
Microfiber Mop Stick
To Dry Floor Effectively

Widely used in toilets, lobby entrances and hospitals, the
microfiber mop dry floors and remove light stains
effectively due to its microfiber magic.
5 Important Benefits





Affordable



Easy access around and under furniture due to

Ultra640 Value Pads are replaceable and reusable
Pads are attached to frame using velcro, thus can
be removed easily
180° angle rotation



Rust-free aluminium frame for long-lasting usage

Fast Drying
Great for Spot Cleaning

Microfiber Mop Frame 40 cm
4032-940010
Handle 150 cm
4032-940003
Use with Ultra640 Microfiber Value Pads 40 cm (Blue)
4012-960011

SYR Eco Superdrying Flatmop Refill Grey 40 cm

Superior Floor Squeegee 18’’ Sponge Only

4132-960009

4032-940023

SYR Multi Mop Handle Black 140 cm
4132-940021

Comes with Aluminium Handle 1.5 m
4032-940024

Used to dry floor after mopping or solution spillage.
Super dry effect.

Double foam squeegee to push water and leave
dry results. Suitable to be used in toilets, kitchens
and outdoor area. Durable stick for long-lasting
usage.

Main Hotline : 6595 4333
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Pro-Stick 140 cm
Stronger & Thicker

Normal Mopstick





Rust easily



Ends break easily



Requires monthly
replacement





Powder-coated and nitric acid treated to
prevent corrosion





Thick and robust for professional use




Fits most mops in Singapore / Malaysia

3x more durable than normal mop sticks
Stronger riveted screw end than normal mop
sticks
22 mm diameter screw

Red
Blue

4032-940051
4032-940052

Remember to try
out our superior
SYR Freedom Mop!

Colour Mop
Red
Blue
Green

Magic Microfiber
Mighty Mop

4032-940025
4032-940026
4032-940027

Red
Blue

Basic and affordable.

Main Hotline : 6595 4333

4071-940007
4071-940008

Available in 4 colours
Loop-ends
With ribbons

Clean with microfiber.
Highly absorbent.
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